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interpretation of the oxygen
minimum zone variability from
sedimentary records
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The oxygen minimum zone (OMZ) is an essential feature along the Pacific

margin, extensively studied for its influence on benthic fauna, acquiring

relevance in coastal zones due to its impact on aquaculture species, marine-

managed areas, and marine-protected areas. The most evident temporal

variability beyond seasonal timescales observed for the OMZ was related to

inter-annual variability associated with El Niño, when warmer and more

oxygenated waters arrive at shallower zones and the OMZ becomes deeper.

However, the impact of oxygen-deficient water that appears sporadically over

the shelf is not yet understood. This study provides an integrated view of the

oceanographic and climatic conditions behind bottom oxygen conditions along

the Chilean continental margin, considering the temporal variability in the South

East (SE) Pacific during the last ~2000 years. We organized the information on

redox-sensitive metals and d15N from sedimentary cores obtained from shelf

zones from 23°S to 36°S at water depths lower than 100 m. The results

demonstrate the variability in the upper part of the OMZ over the shelf, which

seems to respond to climatic oscillations. The element distribution indicated in

particular a more intense OMZ was developed over the shelf before 1400 AD,

followed by more oxygenated bottom conditions afterward, except between

1925 and 1970 off 36°S when the OMZ was intensified, a condition that was not

observed at the northern sites. This period mostly coincided with a low Pacific

Decadal Oscillation amplitude and reduced El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
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activity. In the last 50 years, the proxy data suggests less intense suboxic

environment along the Chilean margin. This weakening of the upper boundary

of the OMZ in the last decades is interpreted as resulting from the accumulative

effect of ventilation processes at different time scales.
KEYWORDS

oxygen minimum zone, denitrification, sensitive redox metals, enso, late holocene,
eastern boundary upwelling system
Introduction

An essential feature of the eastern margins is the development of

zones with low oxygen concentrations or oxygen minimum zones

(OMZ), resulting from a high rate of oxygen consumption and

limited ventilation. The eastern Pacific (EP) hosts one of the most

extended OMZ of the planet that is embedded into the so-called

Eastern Boundary Upwelling Systems (EBUS) in which nutrients are

brought to the surface by the process of upwelling, making them

among the most productive regions of the planet (Pauly and

Christensen, 1995; Kämpf and Chapman, 2016). The high

biological production associated with a complex nutrient cycle

sustained by upwelling induces a significant oxygen consumption

mainly through remineralizing organic matter, which, along the

weak thermocline ventilation (Luyten et al., 1983) maintains a strong

OMZ off Peru and the northern areas of Chile (Helly and Levin,

2004; Paulmier et al., 2006). There dissolved oxygen concentration

can be as low as 0.5 mL L-1 (< 22 µM) with a maximum meridional

extension of ~3000 km. Off central Peru (15°S), the upper boundary

(25–50 m) is shallower and diminishes gradually in thickness and

intensity toward the southern areas. Around 37°S, which

corresponds to the southern tip of the Southeastern Pacific (SEP)

OMZ, it is described as a thin band with a deeper upper boundary (>

100 m) (Schneider et al., 2006; Fuenzalida et al., 2009) (Figure 1).

Along the Chilean margin, the OMZ is composed of equatorial

subsurface waters (ESSW), which are rich in nutrients and deficient

in O2 concentrations, transported southward by the Peru-Chile

Undercurrent (PCUC) until ~48°S (Silva and Neshyba, 1979;

Pizarro-Koch et al., 2019). It is located above the more

oxygenated Antarctic intermediate water (AAIW) formed in the

southern regions and moves northward, producing a distinct

oxygen front around ~30°S. Nevertheless, the OMZ has limited

ventilation because the South Pacific intermediate water (ESPIW)

stabilizes the upper part of the water column (Schneider et al.,

2003). It has been observed that this zone is highly impacted by

remotely forced Kelvin waves originating from the equatorial region

and propagating along the coast (Pizarro et al., 2002; Dewitte et al.,

2012), which modulates the upwelling and OMZ extension, thereby

changing the biogeochemical cycles in the water column and shelf

sediments (Gutiérrez et al., 2008; Graco et al., 2017). Thus, the

leading causes of their vertical and temporal variability over the

contemporary period are tightly linked to the oceanic equatorial

teleconnection (Sprintall et al., 2020).
02
On the other hand, sedimentary records along the SEP suggest

that OMZ variability is related to the main atmospheric forcings at

secular, decadal, and inter-annual scales (Salvatteci et al., 2014;

Srain et al., 2015; Castillo et al., 2017; Ortega et al., 2019; Muñoz

et al., 2020; Valdés et al., 2021). The Pacific Decadal Oscillation

(PDO) and the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) have established

regional cold/warm periods that are indirectly related to changes in

bottom oxygenation due to the interaction of upwelling with

primary productivity and ventilation. These periods are associated

with changes in the position and strength of the westerlies, affecting

the winter precipitation and intensity of the upwelling (Quintana

and Aceituno, 2012; Ancapichún and Garcés-Vargas, 2015).

These climatic patterns can emulate ENSO-like conditions that

affect the primary oceanographic features of the region (upwelling,

OMZ, temperature, and productivity). They can exacerbate or

weaken the effects of inter-annual variability, which depends on

whether the decadal and inter-annual variability is in/out-of-phase

(cold/warm). This has been described for the western North Pacific,

where the PDO plays a relevant role in the intensity of ENSO (Yang

and Oh, 2020). In particular, the cold (positive) phase of PDO (La

Niña-like) tends to reduce ENSO variability by favoring a more

northward Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) position and

stronger cold tongue in the eastern equatorial Pacific (Hu and

Fedorov, 2018). For instance, the northward position of the

Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) was shown to allowed

favorable conditions for upwelling and productivity in the early

Holocene (Koutavas et al., 2006; Kaiser et al., 2008; Lamy et al.,

2010), which in turn can favor a stronger OMZ along the SEP

(Salvatteci et al., 2016). Afterward, the mid-Holocene warm period

was interrupted by a weakening of ENSO around 6–7 ka when

freshwater melting counteracted the insolation regime (Braconnot

et al., 2012), driving cold periods associated with active upwelling

and increased productivity for the central-Chilean margin (Carré

et al., 2012; Carré et al., 2014; Muñoz et al., 2020). In addition, low

ENSO activity at 4–5 ka for the Central Pacific, as evidenced by SST

proxy from corals and fossil shells, was consistent with precessional

forcing (Cobb et al., 2013; Carré et al., 2014). Such a reduced ENSO

activity was also consistent with the small increases of diatoms and

opal observed in sedimentary records of the north and central

Chilean margin that suggested the maintenance of upwelling

conditions over this period (Muñoz et al., 2012; Muñoz et al.,

2020). However, during that period, the Peruvian margin did not

evidence a stronger OMZ, which was explained by an intensification
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of equatorial subsurface countercurrents (Equatorial undercurrent,

South Intermediate current, and Southern subsurface

countercurrents) that introduced more oxygenated water and

intensifying vertical mixing (Salvatteci et al., 2016; Mollier-Vogel

et al., 2019). Recently, an expansion of the OMZ off central Peru was

established after 1820 AD (Gutiérrez et al., 2009), while off northern

Chile over the same period, the OMZ strengthened and reached

shallower depths (Vargas et al., 2007; Valdés et al., 2021). On the

other hand, for the central Chilean margin, the OMZ intensity was

maintained through the mid-Holocene but experienced a strong

reduction over the last 2000 years (Muñoz et al., 2020). The bottom

oxygenation suggested by Muñoz et al. (2020) could have been

associated with changes in equatorial variability favoring the

atmospheric teleconnection off Central Chile. In particular there

is a transition zone around 30°S for the ENSO atmospheric

teleconnection: to the South of 30°S, upwelling favorable winds

tend to reduce during El Niño (Dewitte et al., 2023).

The variability in the OMZ intensity during the late Holocene

has been explained by changes in the expansion/contraction of the

South Pacific Anticyclone (SPA) and the strength of the Walker

Circulation for the Tropical SE Pacific, which determines the

intensity of wind and upwelling (Salvatteci et al., 2016; Castillo
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
et al., 2017). However, it has had different effects on the OMZ along

the SE Pacific margin, owing to other ventilation mechanisms or

local processes (Pitcher et al., 2021). Thus, there is currently still

much uncertainty about the mechanisms at play to explain the

variability of the SEP OMZ over the last millennia, which calls for

revisiting existing proxy data in an integrative way. In this study, we

take advantage of sedimentary geochemical records collected at four

main upwelling zones in the northern and central Chilean

continental shelf, where the OMZ intercepts the bottom: off

Antofagasta (23°S), Caldera (27°S), Coquimbo (30°S), and

Concepcion (36°S) (Figure 1 and Table 1), to establish the

temporal evolution of the OMZ in the SE Pacific over the last

2000 years and discuss the possible processes involved.
Regional settings

The Chilean continental margin has distinct topographical,

climatic, and oceanographic characteristics, modulating the

primary productivity and chemical composition of the water

column. This zone has been characterized as having several sites

of high primary production (0.5−9.3 g C m-2 d-1; González et al.,
FIGURE 1

An overview map of South America (left) showing the areas of the cores recovered from the Chilean margin off Antofagasta (23°S; Mejillones Bay),
Caldera (27°S; Inglesa Bay), Coquimbo (30°S; Guanaqueros and Tongoy Bay) and Concepcion (36°S; Concepcion shelf). For cores’ information, see
Table 1. The main oceanic surface currents are indicated with arrows: the Peru-Chile Current (PCC) coast(c), oceanic(o) branches, and the Peru-
Chile Counter Current (PCCC). Dissolved oxygen (DO) concentrations in a transect in front of the study areas show the position of the oxygen
minimum zone (OMZ) corresponding to concentrations lower than 0.5 ml L-1. Data were obtained from Auger et al. (2020a); Auger et al. (2020b).
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1998; Daneri et al., 2000; Thomas et al., 2001) off Iquique (21°S),

Antofagasta (23°S), Coquimbo (30°S) and Concepción (36°S),

produced by the influx of waters enriched in nutrients forced by

local winds. Differences can be established latitudinally. Upwelling

is semi-permanent in the North of Chile (18–30°S) and seasonal in

the south (Montecino and Lange, 2009). This productivity occurs

close to the coast above the narrow continental shelf in the north,

which allows the development of relevant fisheries (Escribano et al.,

2004 and references therein). Toward the south, the continental

shelf is wider (~36–37°S). The upwelling sustains high primary

productivity rates (9.9–19.9 g C m-2 d-1) during the spring-summer

period (Bernal et al., 1989; Fossing et al., 1995; Dellarosa, 1998;

Daneri et al., 2000).

To the north (at 21°S) and off Peru, the OMZ is permanently

present and can extend into the euphotic zone. In the case of

northern Chile and southern Peru, it does not interface significantly

with the benthic environment because of a narrow continental shelf

(Helly and Levin, 2004). Off Central Peru (~11-14°S) and northern

Chile (21-23°S), the OMZ extends over the shelf. It has been

reported that during the 1997–98 warm ENSO event (El Niño),

the appearance of the sediments was less reduced, in some cases, up

to a depth of 10 cm, with positive redox potential values at the

surface (Muñoz et al., 2004). The most evident response of the

benthic fauna was a switch in species composition, deeper

penetration of the fauna into the sediments, and increased body

size of the organisms (Gutiérrez et al., 2006; Sellanes et al., 2007;

Gutiérrez et al., 2008). Following this El Niño, the dissolved oxygen

decreased gradually to reach normal low concentrations (< 0.5 ml

L-1), dropping well below 0.25 ml L-1 due to repeatedly La Niña

events during 1999, 2000, and 2001, reaching considerably lower

oxygen concentrations than values reported in previous years

(Gonzalez et al., 2007). The oxygen rise at the bottom directly

affects biogeochemical cycles that can be observed several months

after the event (Ulloa et al., 2001; Escribano et al., 2004).
Methods

Sedimentary records
We reanalyzed previously published information from six

sedimentary records at four sites along the Chilean margin:
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
Mejillones del Sur Bay (23°S), Inglesa Bay (27°S), Coquimbo Bay

(30°S; Guanaqueros and Tongoy Bay), and Concepcion Bay (36°S)

(Muñoz et al., 2012; Guiñez et al., 2014; Srain et al., 2015; Castillo

et al., 2017; Muñoz et al., 2020; Valdés et al., 2021). The cores have

been dated using short-lived radioisotopes (210Pb, 241Am) by

gamma and alpha counting combined with AMS radiocarbon

measurements. In the case of Concepción Bay, the geochronology

obtained with lineal regression (Muñoz et al., 2012) was updated

using the Clam 2.2 software. The background information for each

sedimentary record is presented in Table 1.
Cores description

The sedimentological characteristics of the selected cores are

summarized below for a better approach to proxy interpretation.

The core located at the northern site (23°S, Mejillones del Sur

Bay) was composed of silts (11–15%) and clays (> 70%), presenting

an increase in clays in recent times (~90%). The total organic (TOC)

content was high, between ~4% in the base of the core, increasing to

the surface, reaching 5.5–7%. The sediments were described as olive

green, with low stratifications, only visible with X-Rays, and were

recognized three sedimentary facies based on color and thickness.

Therefore, low bioturbation was observed. The age lower limits for

the units were 1880 and 1600 AD, respectively (Guiñez et al., 2014;

Valdés et al., 2021).

At 27°S off Inglesa Bay, the sediments also exhibited

laminations of alternating light and dark color bands, the latter

corresponding to hemipelagic organic material. Four units were

recognized based on these laminations. The age lower limits were

1826, 1311, and 1009 AD, with slumps between the last three units.

The TOC content was between 4% and 7%, with decreasing values

toward the present (Castillo et al., 2017).

The cores retrieved from the southern sites did not show

lamination. Off ~30°S (Guanaqueros and Tongoy Bays) were

composed of very fine sand and silt, with evidence of weak

laminations and low bioturbation. They also contain debris from

fish vertebrates and shells, commonly observed in sediments from

the northern Chilean shelf areas (Milessi et al., 2005). The sediment

colors varied between bays. Guanaqueros exhibited accentuated

olive-green colors, whereas Tongoy displayed colors in the range of
TABLE 1 General information on the selected cores from the Chilean continental margin.

Locality ID Core Column water depth
(m)

Core length
(cm)

Temporal scale
(yr)

Dating method References

Mejillones del Sur Bay
(23°S)

Mej2009 87 54 700 AD 210Pb-14C Guiñez et al. (2014); Valdés et al.
(2021)

Inglesa Bay (27°S) BIAC072014 90 53 1500 AD 210Pb-241Am-14C Castillo et al. (2017)

Guanaqueros Bay (30°S) BGGC5 89 126 7990 (CalBP) 210Pb-14C
(Clam 2.2)

Muñoz et al. (2020)

Tongoy Bay (30°S) BTGC8 85 98 8012 (CalBP) 210Pb-14C
(Clam 2,2)

Muñoz et al. (2020)

Concepcion (36°S) ST18
(short core)
VG06-2 Long
core)

88 30
220

1818 AD
2024* (CalBP)

210Pb-14C
(Clam 2.2)

Muñoz et al. (2012); Srain et al.
(2015)
(*) 79 cm, corresponding to the last radiocarbon age.
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very dark grayish-brown to dark olive green. In this core, a slight

increase in the mean grain size occurred in the last 1000 years owing

to a major continental input, which also explains the colors found.

In agreement with this, the TOC (%) was lower (1−1.5%) than that

in Guanaqueros (< 5%) (Muñoz et al., 2020).

The cores from the shelf of Concepcion (36°S) were composed

of dark olive green hemipelagic mud at the surface, followed by

distinctive olive green layers alternating with grey clayey mud

layers. Differences in colors were related to their composition;

olive-green corresponded to low bulk density and higher TOC

content, between 1% and 2%, while the gray layers were low in TOC

and showed higher bulk densities. This composition is similar to

that of the Coquimbo shelf, but the core of Concepcion has a thin

gray layer at ~79 cm, corresponding to hemipelagic sediments.

These sediments exhibited moderate bioturbation and were not

typically laminated (Srain et al., 2015; Muñoz et al., 2020).
The rationale for the selection
of proxies d15N

Water column denitrification has been indirectly inferred from

d15N in sedimentary organic materials (Altabet, 2005; Robinson et al.,

2014). Under low subsurface oxygen in the water column (< 2 µmol O2

L-1), the partial NO3 uptake and denitrification process resulted in

increased values of d15N-nitrate, imprinting higher d15N in sinking

organic particles. This signal has been used as a proxy for changes in

oxic conditions at the bottoms (Lam et al., 2009; Farmer et al., 2021).

Global d15N variation has been associated with glacial cooling. It is

described as a less intense suboxia in denitrification zones due to

oxygen supply to the thermocline zone or reduced oxygen

consumption due to reduced export production (Robinson et al.,

2007 and references therein). This process marks periods of reduced

denitrification associated with lower d15N values during glacial periods

and higher values during interglacial periods. This variability has been

observed along the SE Pacific in shallower and deeper zones,

establishing denitrification zones and their regional variations in

surface sediments (De Pol-Holz et al., 2006; Robinson et al., 2007;

De Pol-Holz et al., 2009; Mollier-Vogel et al., 2012). Here, we used this

tool as a proxy for denitrification intensity, which describes the

subsurface variability of oxygen content over the continental shelf.
Redox-sensitive metals (Mo, U)

A few redox-sensitive metals have been used to reconstruct the

redox conditions of depositional environments. Under oxygen-

deficient subsurface water conditions (reducing conditions),

metals show a higher enrichment compared with normoxic

conditions (Tribovillard et al., 2006; Bennett and Canfield, 2020;

Sánchez et al., 2022). However, the availability of reactive organic

material in the column may also control the accumulation and

enrichment of redox-sensitive metals on the seafloor (Nameroff

et al., 2002; McManus et al., 2006; Algeo and Li, 2020). In the SE

Pacific, redox-sensitive metals, such as Mo, Re, and U, have

demonstrated moderate to strong enrichment behavior, especially
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
in coastal areas associated with the OMZ (Böning et al., 2004;

Böning et al., 2005; Böning et al., 2009; Muñoz et al., 2012; Salvatteci

et al., 2014; Valdés et al., 2014; Castillo et al., 2019; Valdés et al.,

2021; Muñoz et al., 2022). Here, we used redox-sensitive elements

(U and Mo) to interpret the oxidative changes on the bottoms

related to oxygen availability, using TOC and stable isotope

distribution for complementary interpretations.
Results

d15N and TOC distribution

The latitudinal distribution of d15N does not describe a clear

pattern (Figure 2). The values vary between ~1.2 and ~13‰, being

higher in northern areas (23–27°S). The range of variability of the

isotope was narrow forMejillones and Coquimbo cores, while the cores

at 27°S and 36°S showed more variability. In the case of Concepcion,

the period of lowest values is concomitant with that of the lowest values

for TOC (i.e., ~400 AD), corresponding to sandy sediment below the

gray layer. Off-Mejillones (23°S), the maximum values were at the

oldest periods (~1400 AD), and in Inglesa Bay, the maxima were

around 900−1100 AD. Meanwhile, at the southern sites (30°S−36°S),

d15N values peak during the recent period (~9‰−10‰).

Similarly, TOC content did not exhibit a clear latitudinal

pattern. The maximum TOC values were in Mejillones (21°S)

with high variability, showing an increasing trend in recent times;

from 1950 to 2000, the TOC reached 6.5% (~0.5%/decade). Off

Coquimbo (30°S), the TOC values were lower and similar amongst

the different cores, ~1% and 3% in Tongoy and Guanaqueros Bay,

respectively. Other sites showed maximum values between 1000

and 1400 AD, around 6% and 3% off Inglesa Bay and Concepcion,

respectively. After this age, the TOC content tended to diminish

(~3% and ~1%, respectively) by ~1950−1960. After this date, most

sites evidence an increase, except for Inglesa Bay (27°S), which

indicates a gradual decrease in the recent period from ~1500 AD.

For a better approach, d15N related to the denitrification process

was standardized to establish its variability at each site (Figure 3).

Standardization consisted of estimating the variability around the

mean value at each core according to (value-average)/standard

deviation. This approach resulted in positive and negative values

that helped visualize the intensity of the processes at each site,

independently of the latitudinal differences in the proxy

concentrations. Figure 3 indicates that, between 0 and 500 AD in

Concepcion (36°S), the standardized d15N evolved from low

positive to higher negative values, corresponding to less intense

denitrification. In contrast, Coquimbo (30°S) showed high negative

values that grew to small positive values, which means that the

denitrification was increasing, being slightly more intense at the end

of the period. There is no information to compare to northern sites.

Between 500 and 1100 AD, Inglesa Bay (27°S) and Concepcion

(36°S) displayed a similar trend. The d15N evolved from strongly

negative or “neutral” to positive values; both sites indicated

increasing denitrification, peaking at ~900−1000 AD.

Between 1100 and 1500 AD, denitrification was more intense in

Mejillones (23°S, only data from ~1300 AD) and Inglesa Bay (27°S),
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diminishing to the southern sites (36°S) during the same period

(there is a gap in information from Coquimbo). The cores of

Concepcion showed low variability, low positive values around

the mean value. On the other hand, the intensity in

denitrification decreased toward 1500 AD in Mejillones, while in

Inglesa Bay, this is less clear due to a gap of information in this

period, only few data indicated small negative values occurred

around 1500 AD, suggesting less intensity in this process.

Between 1500 AD and ~1900 AD, Mejillones showed the lowest

intensity in denitrification (higher negative values). Similar to

Coquimbo, mostly negative values indicated a diminishing

denitrification process; however, only a few pieces of data were

available for this period. For Concepcion, the values were also

negative but close to the mean intensity. No information is available

at Inglesa Bay for this period.
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After 1900 AD, Mejillones (23°S) showed alternating positive

and negative values with a magnitude similar to the other sites,

indicating high variability in the intensity of denitrification. In

Inglesa Bay (27°S), they were consistently negative or less intense

denitrification. On the other hand, in Coquimbo (30°S), both cores

showed an increasing trend to higher positive values indicating an

intensified denitrification. Concepcion (36°S) evolved from negative

values until ~1970 to very high positive values at the current time.
TOC and metal relationship

We further explored the relationship between Mo and TOC

(Figure 4) since Mo indicates reduced conditions closely related to

organic matter remineralization in zones with high productivity.
frontiersin.or
FIGURE 2

Comparison of d15N and total organic carbon (TOC%) records along the Chilean margin (23–36°S). The records correspond to the cores indicated in
Table 1; Core MEJ2009 (23°S), core BIAC072014 (27°S), core BGGC5 (black dots, 30°S), core BTGC8 (unfilled dots, 30°S), core ST18 (black dots, 36°
S) and core VG06-2 (unfilled dots, 36°S). Cold (blue) and warm (red) periods are indicated on the x-axis: RWP (0-400 AD), DACP (400-800 AD), MCA
(9501250 AD), LIA (1500-1850 AD) and CWP (> 1900 AD).
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Also, we analyzed the relationship between U and Mo (Figure 5) in

order to characterize the flux of organic particles. There is a clear

linear relationship between U and Mo, independent of the temporal

scale of each core (see Table 1). This relationship was more robust

in the northern zones (23–27°S; r2 = 0.78–0.81; p < 0.0001) and

decreased towards the southern sites, where the relationship

between U and Mo weakens but still remains significant (36°S; r2

= 0.24−0.33). TOC was higher in Mejillones (23°S) with maximum

values reaching 6–7%, and the relationship with Mo showed a

negative correlation (r2 = 0.45). To the south, the TOC values

decreased to 3% at Concepción with a positive relationship with Mo

(Figure 4), but with a weaker value of correlation (36°S; r2 = 0.13

−0.26), probably caused by an increase in detrital inputs that spoilt

the relationship between sedimented organic matter and

metal precipitation.

These EFs were reported as the amount of metal over the crustal

concentrations determined in each location (Muñoz et al., 2012;

Castillo et al., 2017; Castillo et al., 2019; Valdés et al., 2021)

(Table 2). The use of enrichment factors considering local detrital

supply has been criticized because several processes in sediment

transport may reduce detrital sedimentation. It has been proposed

that Me/Al is a better approach (Bennett and Canfield, 2020).

However, after reanalyzing the data, the Mo/Al ratio (in µg g-1/%)

showed similar behavior to using the EFs, reaching higher values in

Mejillones (20–70) and decreasing in southern areas (< 3).

Considering the standard EF calculation, the enrichments were

high in Mejillones (23°S), one order of magnitude higher (~50−300)

than at the southern sites, which was accompanied by a decrease in

TOC content. South of 23°S, the EF values peaked to ~25 in

Coquimbo and were as low as 3 in Inglesa Bay. This enrichment

is probably underestimated because it was calculated using a very
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high detrital value measured in aeolian dust, enriched in metals by

the presence of phosphorites in the zone (Table 2 and Figure 4).

This study used metal ratios to estimate the variability at each

site, showing changes that resulted from the redox condition

variability at the bottom over time along the margin.
Metal distribution

Similar to d15N, the metal concentrations were standardized.

This information is not complete for all sites (Figure 6), but a

similar palpable trend of lower concentrations (below the mean

value) of U and Mo was observed from ~1400 AD to the present,

suggesting less suboxic conditions, except for Concepcion (36°S) at

the southern tip of our study area where the OMZ was more intense

between 1900 and 1970 AD, which was not observed in the

northern areas. Between 1400 and 1600 AD, significant anoxic

conditions in the north sites (23–27°S) were not observed at 36°S,

indicating a less intense OMZ. The few data points off Coquimbo

also reveals a less severe suboxic environment. Between 800 and

1400 AD, these suboxic conditions were somewhat variable. In the

case of 27°S, less intense suboxic conditions covered the period

spanning between around 1300 to 600 AD. Both elements suggest

less anoxic conditions. Before 800 AD, only the Concepcion site

benefits from the complete data. They indicate less intense suboxic

conditions between 100 and 600 AD, peaking between 300 and 500

AD. A few data available in Coquimbo 30°S) suggest that this

condition was the opposite in this period because U continued to

show moderate intensification although mostly negative values of

Mo, implying that the sulfidic conditions necessary for Mo

precipitation were weak.
FIGURE 3

Comparison of standardized isotopic records (d15Nstd) along the Chilean margin. The core information is indicated in Table 1. (23°S: core Mej2009;
27°S: coreBIAC072014; 30°S: BGGC5 core; 36°S: ST18 and VG06-2 cores).
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Discussion

d15N and TOC distribution

Differences in d15N were established between the northern and

southern sites of the Chilean margin, showing a slight latitudinal

decrease to the south (Figure 2). The variability in temporal scale at

the northern sites (23°S-27°S) were ~3-4‰, in a similar range to

that observed in Peru, with a maximum reaching 8–9‰ and a

minimum of ~5‰ (Gutiérrez et al., 2009). At the southern sites, the

d15N was lower, between 10‰ and−5‰, except in the sand layer in

the core off Concepcion (<3‰), establishing a latitudinal decreasing

trend of d15N toward higher latitudes. This trend could be
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interpreted as a dilution effect by the increasing input of organic

matter from rivers, characterized by low d15N (2–3‰)(Meyers,

1997; Calvert et al., 2001), which would be absent in the north (23–

27°S). However, the organic matter in sediments along the SE

Pacific has been described as predominantly marine (De Pol-Holz

et al., 2009; Mollier-Vogel et al., 2012). The continental effect would

be relevant only in the period corresponding to the sand layer of

Concepcion´s core. A better explanation of this light latitudinal

gradient may lie from differences in nitrate concentrations and the

uptake and assimilation of this nutrient by phytoplankton along the

margin (Robinson et al., 2007; De Pol-Holz et al., 2009; Sánchez

et al., 2022). The denitrification process domain at shallower depths

and any variability could be caused by differences in the utilization
FIGURE 4

The TOC(%), enrichment factor (EF), and Mo/Al relationship are shown for each core. It considers the complete records of each core (see details in
Table 1). r2 = 0.45 at 23°S; r2 = 0.55 at 27°S; r2 = 0.39 at 30°S; r2 = 0.13−0.26 at 36°S, p < 0.0001. The EF values were from Valdés et al. (2021);
Muñoz et al. (2012), and Castillo et al. (2017); Castillo et al. (2019).
FIGURE 5

U/Al and Mo/Al relationships, considering the complete record of each core. Cores details are shown in Table 1. r2 = 0.78 at 23°S; r2 = 0.81 at 27°S;
r2 = 0.43−0.81 at 30°S; r2 = 0.24−0.33 at 36°S, p < 0.0001.
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TABLE 2 Metal concentrations in detrital sources.

Metal Background

Metal
(mg kg-1)

B. Mejillones
(23°S)a

B. Inglesa
(27°S)a

B. Tongoy-Guanaqueros
(30°S)b

Concepcion
(36°S)*,c Average shale

Mo 0.58 8.2 1.3 0.9* 1.3

U 3.47 2.0 1.3 0.9 3.0

Al (%) 5.18 3.04 6.7 5.8 8.9

Reference Valdés et al. (2014) unpublished data Muñoz et al. (2012) Muratli et al. (2010) ; Muñoz et al. (2012) Wedepohl (1971)
F
rontiers in Marin
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 09
aAeolian dust from unpopulated area.
bSurface sediment from undegraded wetland zone in Tongoy Bay.
cMean concentration value in the BioBio and Itata River suspended particles. *Mo data unpublished.
FIGURE 6

Standardized data records of Mo and U in Mejillones Bay (23°S), Inglesa Bay (27°S), Coquimbo Bay (30°S; Guanaqueros and Tongoy bays), and
Concepcion Bay (36°S). Cold (blue) and warm (red) periods are indicated on the x-axis: RWP (0-400 AD), DACP (400-800 AD), MCA (9501250 AD),
LIA (1500-1850 AD) and CWP (> 1900 AD). Periods of low (purple) and high (pink) amplitude PDO are indicated by shading. The periods are selected
based on the MacDonald and Case (2005)’s reconstructed index (see their Figure 2).
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of nitrate, such that, north of ~30°S, this nitrate consumption is

complete compared with the southern sites, where it could be partial

(De Pol-Holz et al., 2009). This signal is translated to the sediments,

where the shelf sediments represent the composition of the sinking

organic matter favored by the high sedimentation rates (0.24 – 0.15

cm/yr; Muñoz et al., 2004). Therefore, diagenetic alterations would

not be relevant for d15N, this being a robust proxy in sedimentary

records to reconstruct denitrification intensity (Robinson et al.,

2007; De Pol-Holz et al., 2009). On the other hand, latitudinal

increases from Peru to northern Chile were attributed to differences

in upwelling and progressive d15N enrichment associated with the

southward flux by the PCUC, which explained the increased values

from Peru to Mejillones Bay (23°S) (Vargas et al., 2007; Sifeddine

et al., 2008; Gutiérrez et al., 2009). In contrast, the southern sites of

Chile showed a decreasing trend that could be attributed to a change

in the upwelling pattern, being seasonal off 36°S and almost

permanent north of Coquimbo. Therefore, the influence of the

denitrification zone would be reduced in the southern sites (Vargas

et al., 2007; Sánchez et al., 2012).

Similarly, the TOC content (Figure 2) slightly decreased at the

southern sites. The highest values (4–6%) were found in Mejillones,

dropping to 3–4% in Inglesa Bay and Coquimbo and off

Concepcion, with values ranging between 2% and 3%, except in

the sand layer (< 1%). This observation suggests differences in the

continental runoff over the shelves, particularly along the coast of

Concepcion. The rivers off Concepcion are the primary particle

sources that reduce the TOC in the bulk content. However, this

contradicts previous analysis of d13C, which indicates that the

organic carbon source is controlled by marine productivity

(Hebbeln et al., 2000; De Pol-Holz et al., 2009). However, it has

increased the influence of freshwater species on the diatom

compositions preserved in sediments in recent times (Sánchez

et al., 2012).

The sedimentation rates (SR) estimated in the sediment cores of

this study were in the range of values reported previously. Off

Concepcion, it is higher (0.27 cm/yr) than the north of 30°S (0.04

and 0.11 cm/yr, in Mejillones and Coquimbo, respectively).

However, the organic carbon accumulation rate shows an

opposite trend. Off the Mejillones Bay, the value is ~105 gC/

cm2yr, and in the southern sites, it is ~38.9 – 24.50 gC/m2yr.

Therefore, the differences in organic carbon (OC) accumulation at

our sites could result from differences in the detrital runoff.

However, it could also respond to enhanced organic preservation

in the north because the OMZ is thicker and less affected by

seasonal variability (Valdés et al., 2004; Valdés et al., 2009). The

buried OC results from organic matter that escapes oxidation

referred to as burial efficiency (Middelburg et al., 1993), which

depends on oxygen availability and sedimentation. Here, differences

in SR should not be enough to explain differences in OC

accumulation. Therefore, the differences in its accumulation could

be attributed to oxygen availability and primary productivity fluxes

at the bottom. Other factors relevant to C preservation include

surface area reactivity, grain size composition, and organic carbon

reactivity (Burdige, 2007; Katsev and Crowe, 2015), which should be

considered but have not been evaluated. The OC content variability

over time followed similar patterns at all sites. Considering a larger
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timescale (> 2000 cal BP) for Coquimbo and Concepcion (Muñoz

et al., 2012; Muñoz, et al. 2020), the TOC content showed a slowly

decreasing trend after 1400 AD toward the beginning of the

Common Era. However, after the 1970s (Figure 2), it rapidly

increased, being markedly high in Mejillones and Concepcion,

corresponding to the north and south ends of our study area.

This change is coincident with the climate shift of the 1970s

(Jacques–Coper and Garreaud, 2014), described as a warming

shift on the east coast of South America concomitant with a

weakening of the subtropical South Pacific High (SPSH). It would

be condusive of a decreased organic flux by diminished primary

productivity. Notwithstanding, an intensification of coastal

upwelling was described for Mejillones (Vargas et al., 2007) and

the Peruvian continental margin (Gutiérrez et al., 2011; Salvatteci

et al., 2014), explaining the enhanced TOC trend, although others

identified this trend earlier, around 1878 (Flores-Aqueveque et al.,

2015). These studies identified enhanced wind stress in particular

years, suggesting an interplay between inter-annual and decadal

variability, which also had an incidence in the manifestation of the

1970s shift (Jacques–Coper and Garreaud, 2014) and would also

explain the increased TOC off Concepcion. Even with increased

runoff with low metabolizable organic material contributing to

enhancing the organic content of these sediments, the d13C still

indicates a marine phytoplankton source (Sánchez et al., 2012).

These authors state that the increased river inputs would be a

nutrient source that overcompensates for the diminished nutrient

inputs from the impoverished upwelling.
Denitrification

The range of the mass accumulation rates was not highly

dissimilar. Despite the contribution of rivers in the south that

support fresh organic C (highly reactive matter) to shallow

depths, phytoplankton sedimentation dominates. Therefore, they

maintain the isotopic composition of the settled organic material.

The d15N in the sediments is related to denitrification, linked to the

available oxygen content over the bottom. The standardized d15N
data show better the variability of this process over the shelf despite

the narrow range of the isotopic values (Figures 2, 3). In general, less

intense denitrification, peaking at 300 and 600 AD off Concepción

(36°S) and Inglesa Bay, respectively, occurred predominantly in a

cold period (Dark Age Cold Period, DACP). However, lower values

were also observed in the previous warm period (Roman Warm

Period, RWP). Thus less intense denitrification was set before 800

AD; afterward, all sites exhibited enhancement of denitrification

(more positive values), peaking during ~1100-1400 AD. The

maximum values corresponded predominantly to a warm climate

in the medieval climate anomaly (MCA) and the current warm

period, while minimum values were during the cold period between

1600 and 1750 AD when the little ice age (LIA) arose. During this

cold period, denitrification was less intense, except off Coquimbo

(30°S), which has remained positive but more intense in the current

time. Previous periods (< 1400 AD) at 23°S were insufficient for

comparison. Thus, attenuation of the denitrification process during

warmer periods (after 1400 AD) and a less intense OMZ was
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observed, implying a higher variability of oxygen conditions in the

bottom waters. In the last 50 years, the data indicated a more

intense denitrification, suggesting a more reduced environment,

similar to most sites along the Chilean margin (except at 27°S).

These conditions agree with the increase in C accumulation in

recent sediments and more reduced conditions on the shelf caused

by the intensification of the OMZ, promoting also intensified

denitrification. Thus, changes in denitrification could be related to

the variability in the upper limit of the OMZ.
Trace metals distribution

U and Mo enrichments (authigenic precipitations) in reduced

sediments have been widely used to interpret past redox conditions.

U accumulation rate is highly correlated with the organic flux to the

ocean bottom, where the precipitation of this element within the

sediments could be microbially mediated (Zheng et al., 2002). Still, a

substantial fraction can also be lost to the water column during

sediment perturbations that affect the redox conditions and release

U in the porewater. The U cycling would be similar to Fe cycling,

having a similar redox reduction boundary (Zheng et al., 2002).

Instead, Mo precipitation requires a sulfidic environment with

concentrations >11 µM (Erickson and Helz, 2000). However, in

sediments below suboxic waters, Mo-sulfide and Fe-sulfide

coprecipitate at very low sulfide concentrations ~ 0.1 µM (Zheng

et al., 2000), producing authigenic metal precipitation. Otherwise,

Mo could also form intermediate complexes with dissolved organic

matter in the bottom waters and sediments in suboxic conditions,

contributing to sequestering Mo during early diagenesis (Wagner

et al., 2017). This process could be relevant in places where the high

primary productivity promotes higher organic flux to the bottoms,

as described for the HCS; thus, several pathways can enhance Mo

concentrations over the lithogenic background within the

sediments. Instead of Mo, for U authigenic enrichment, an

oxygen penetration of < 1 cm is necessary to maintain suboxic

conditions within the sediments and U in a precipitated form

(Morford and Emerson, 1999). Therefore both elements help

determine the intensity of the redox changes, establishing suboxic

and anoxic conditions.

In the Chilean margin, higher EFs were estimated for Mo over

U concentrations, which showed a positive and significative

correlation (Figures 4, 5), except at Concepcion, probably due to

enhanced input of detrital material (r2 = 0.24-0.33). This situation

indicates that the sulfide concentrations were sufficient for Mo

precipitation, which are between < 10 and 30 µM off Concepcion

(36°S; Muñoz et al., 2012b), and reports for Coquimbo (30°S)

indicate similar values of ~10 µM and ~80 µM (Muñoz,

unpublished data). There are no sulfide records off Mejillones

(23°S) and Inglesa Bay (27°S); however, in both sites, the

correlation between metal enrichment and sulfate reduction

intensity is poor, and the intensity of this process does not

control the metal enrichment by itself (Valdés et al., 2014;

Castillo et al., 2019). Thioploca mats on the bottoms probably

reduce sulfide availability, diminishing metal-sulfide formation

(Valdés et al., 2014). Instead, the metal transport during the Fe
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reduction/oxidation cycle has been proposed as a relevant

mechanism for Mo enrichment (Valdés et al., 2014). Off-Perú,

models of Fe shuttle for Mo enrichments would apply for the

Chilean margin, even in shallower zones, where Fe has a crucial

control over metal accumulation below a nitrogen-rich OMZ

(Scholz et al., 2017; Scholz, 2018). The relationship between Mo

and U enrichment is presented in Figure 7. It is based on the scheme

proposed by Algeo and Tribovillard (2009) that establishes the

range for metal enrichment in sulfidic, anoxic, and suboxic

conditions. The U/Mo relation exceeds three times the seawater

values in Mejillones, indicating a crucial particulate shuttle for

metal enrichment here, but not in the other sites, which mostly

fall in the suboxic condition area ruled by oxygen content in the

bottoms and organic fluxes.

The organic fluxes measured in sediments are highly dependent

on primary productivity and constitute an essential carrier phase for

metal accumulation in surface sediments in the Chilean margin and

Peru in deeper zones (McManus et al., 2006; Scholz, 2018). This

relationship is negative in Mejillones and positive in the southern

sites (Figure 4), suggesting enhanced organic carbon preservation

and reduced detrital siliciclastic input in Mejillones. In restricted

basins, authigenic enrichment can limit Mo accumulation because

the dissolved phase is determined by circulation. This situation

diminishes Mo precipitation, producing a lower Mo/Al value

related to higher TOC content within the sediments (Tribovillard

et al., 2012), explaining the negative correlation. However, this

would not apply to upwelling zones; instead, the negative

relationship between TOC and Mo in Mejillones (23°S) could

result from increased oxygenation. The presence of Fe oxides

promotes Mo accumulation during the recycling of oxides, as

discussed earlier, and reduces the organic content by

remineralization (Figure 4). Besides, it is essential to note that the
FIGURE 7

Model adapted from Tribovillard et al. (2012) to interpret the
relationship of MoEF vs. UEF of the sedimentary records of the study
area (both axes on logarithmic scale): Mejillones del Sur Bay (23°S,
black circle), Inglesa Bay (27°S, red circle), Coquimbo (30°S, green
triangle), and Concepcion (36°S, yellow triangle). Segmented line
identifies Mo/U molar ratios equal to the seawater value (1xSW) and
fractions thereof (0.3xSW, 3xSW). The light blue and green sections
represent main redox conditions, and the accumulation mechanisms
for Mo and U.
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concentrations of Mo and EFs are very high in Mejillones compared

with the bays south of 23°S. Therefore, although the exact

mechanism of this metal enrichment has not been established yet,

the Fe shuttle is a plausible explanation (Valdés et al., 2014; Castillo

et al., 2019).

The temporal evolution of U and Mo (Figure 6) suggests that in

Mejillones Bay (23°S), an increasing trend of oxygenation was

sustained from ~1600 AD to 1900 AD. While at the southern

sites, the trend has been maintained since 1400 AD. No records

were obtained at 23°S before 1300 AD. Therefore, while the

southern sites (30−36°S) showed cycles of more or less extended

periods of suboxic conditions of ~600 years, in the northern areas

(23−27°S), this periodicity would be reduced to ~400 years. On the

other hand, a reducing condition is observed in all cores but

diminishes over time.

Comparing the standardized data of metals and d15N records,

they were relatively in phase until ~1900 AD, suggesting more or

less intensity in the OMZ and denitrification. Following this period,

an increase in oxygenation does not imply a decrease in

denitrification. For example, after 1970, in most sites (except for

Inglesa Bay), the less intense OMZ coincided with an intensified

denitrification, which appears contradictory. In that case, other

variables as the mixing of water mass properties can be considered

relevant to adjust the frequency and seasonality of the OMZ upper

limit, consistent with the increased occurrence of strong El Niño

events after the climate shift of the 70s (Capotondi and

Sardeshmukh, 2017).
Temporal variability of OMZ influence
above shallows zones

Period 0-800 AD
Before 800 AD, a substantial impact of oxygenation on the

southern tip of the study area was observed; metal enrichment was

low in Concepcion, peaking around 400 AD, corresponding to the

end stage of the RWP, followed by the DACP. To the northern sites,

the metal enrichment showed consistently higher oxygenation off

Inglesa Bay and Coquimbo (30°). Thus, the less intense OMZ in this

period was accompanied by less severe denitrification around 400

AD, except at Coquimbo (30°S), where a moderate intensification of

the OMZ and denitrification was observed. The southern position

of the westerlies before 400 AD established dryer conditions on

northern Patagonia (41-44°S), followed by a northward migration

around 600 AD, which determined an intensification of the

westerlies, an enhanced runoff by the precipitation, and a

northward migration of cooler waters (Mohtadi et al., 2008). It

would have a significant impact around 36°S, diminishing toward

the northern sites (<30°), establishing the temporal and latitudinal

differences at the centennial scale (Figures 3, 6).
Period 800 – 1200 AD
Around 1000–1200 AD, a more intense OMZ was observed,

corresponding to the MCA peak that fell during a mostly weaker

negative PDO amplitude developed during an extended period
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(993–1300; MacDonald and Case, 2005). The effects of these

environmental conditions in South America have been described

based on marine and continental records (Lüning et al., 2019).

Marine proxies suggest an intensification of upwelling off Peru and

northern Chile concomitant with an intensification of

denitrification during this warm period (Salvatteci et al., 2016;

Castillo et al., 2017), but others suggest a higher frequency of El

Niño episodes in agreement with warmer climatic conditions (Moy

et al., 2009, Conroy et al., 2008). A global analysis discussed by

Graham et al. (2011) stated that during MCA, the zonal gradient of

sea surface temperatures increased in the Tropical Pacific, with

cooler conditions in the eastern Pacific and warmer conditions in

the western Pacific. This would be in agreement with the intensified

upwelling on the eastern side. This situation led to increased metal

enrichment in the northern Chilean shelf, as observed at 27°S,

related to a rise in organic sedimentation and agreement with

denitrification intensification (Figure 3). Conversely, at the

southern locations (30 – 36°S), less Mo enrichment was observed.

However, U was still higher, indicating less sulfidic conditions but

suboxic and less intense denitrification (Figures 3, 6). Therefore,

during the MCA period, differences can be established between sites

located north and south of 30°S.

Period 1200 – 1600 AD
On decadal scale, cold/warm periods commonly relate to

conditions such as La Niña/El Niño-like, intense/reduced

upwelling, and more/less reduced conditions would agree with

more/less denitrification intensity. However, this cannot be

generalized throughout the Chilean margin. During part of the

MCA-LIA transitional period and early LIA (1500−1600),

denitrification was more intense in northern sites, especially off

Mejillones, and marked differences between northern and southern

sites were observed (Figure 3). In this period, a mean positive PDO

was set up, which implies positive anomalies of SST along the coast

and more stratification intensifying the denitrification. In northern

sites (23-27°S), the enhanced reduced conditions at the bottoms,

resulting in an intensified OMZ, agreed with intensified

denitrification (Figures 3, 6). However, south of 30°S, the Mo and

U enrichments became opposite to the northern sites (around

1400–1600 AD), suggesting less reduced conditions at the

bottoms, less intense OMZ but only minor changes in the

denitrification that was still positive (Figures 3, 6).

Period 1600 – 1800 AD
During this cold period, weakened reduced environmental

conditions and less intense denitrification were maintained along

the Chilean margin but were stronger in the northern sites

(Mejillones and Inglesa Bay, 23 – 27°S) (Figure 6). A weakened

OMZ and denitrification would be related to the ventilation of

subsurface waters, which has been explained by a greater influence

of the ESPIW (Eastern South Pacific Intermediate Water) during

the northward position of the SPSH. Thermocline ventilation has

been proposed as a main mechanism to control the OMZ dynamics

at low frequency, highlighting the role of the ESPIW (De Pol-Holz

et al., 2006). It has been described for Mejillones ~1870 AD
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(Gutiérrez et al., 2009) and Inglesa Bay in the last century (Castillo

et al., 2017). Thus, the northward migration of westerlies would

reduce the latitudinal differences in the sediment redox conditions

along the Chilean margin, ventilating the subsurface waters and

diminishing the intensity of the OMZ.

Period 1800 AD –recent time
In general, enhanced suboxic conditions have evolved to a less

suboxic environment along the Chilean margin in the last century.

However, discrepancies with the denitrification process occur after

the 1900s. Off Concepcion (36°S), a more intense OMZ deduced

from higher Mo and U enrichment was set with less severe

denitrification before 1970, which would be explained by

enhanced ventilation. The mixing and ventilation of subsurface

waters could reduce the denitrification process but enhance the

metal accumulation through Mn/Fe oxide transport in the water-

sediment interphase (Algeo and Li, 2020; Bennett and Canfield,

2020). However, the Mn-Fe oxide shuttle that increases the metal

accumulation does not seem to operate at 36°S (Figure 7). This

process has been described in the Arabian Sea OMZ by Kessarkar

et al. (2018), explaining that this is valid for other OMZs like the

Peruvian margin where the oxides shuttle process occurs under

suboxic, not sulfidic conditions (Scholz et al., 2017); but at

Concepcion the Mo enrichment still does not reach high enough

values to consider this process. Enhanced upwelling was reported in

a short period between 1935 and 1970 (Srain et al., 2015),

reinforcing the suboxic conditions through intensified vertical

advection over the shelf during the negative PDO phase. Others

reported for Concepcion a decreasing trend of diatoms in

sedimentary records from 1920, accompanied by an increased

contribution of warm-temperate and freshwater groups and an

increased SST of ~0.7°C (Sánchez et al., 2012). This situation could

reduce the denitrification due to a decreased primary productivity,

or the d15N records is showing the continental influence over the

shelf at Concepcion (36°S), because it does not match with

intensified reduced conditions at bottoms before 1960–70.

Afterward, enhanced denitrification corresponded with a

weakened OMZ along the Chilean margin deduced for the lower

metal accumulation. It would result from increased stratification

but more frequent oxygenation events produced by El Niño. During

these events, change the oxide-reduction limits within sediments

(Gutiérrez et al., 2000) and reduce the porewaters’ U and Mo

content. Additionally, reduced primary productivity would reduce

the metal transport to the bottoms and oxygen consumption. In the

northern areas, this condition has been variable in recent times; but

it showed oxygenation too (Figure 6). This trend was concomitant

with intensified denitrification (Figure 3). However, it was not

observed in Inglesa Bay, probably due to local differences in the

upwelling intensity and the OMZ position (Figure 1). From 1950 to

the present, the increased denitrification observed off Mejillones

(23°S) and Concepcion (36°S) (Figure 3) was not consistent with the

increase in SST (~1°C) established after this date (Vargas et al.,

2007; Sánchez et al., 2012). Notwithstanding, a decreased

temperature was deduced for Coquimbo (30°S) (Ortega et al.,

2019), which would agree with the intensified denitrification due
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to the OMZ influence over the narrow shelf. Additionally, the

upwelling seems to have been intensified, which could be due to

local air-sea interaction (e.g. enhanced marine boundary layer

mixing and momentum entrainment due to the warmer SST),

which promotes phytoplankton development and later

oxygen consumption.

Recent evidence suggests that positive ENSO and PDO phases

predominated over the last 50 years (Perez et al., 2021), and after the

1970s, an intensified frequency of inter-annual variability (El Niño

events) (MacDonald and Case, 2005; Wam et al., 2019). Strong El

Niño events induced bottom oxygenations detected from southern

Peru to southern Chile at 36°S (Sellanes et al., 2007; Gutiérrez et al.,

2008; Graco et al., 2017), supporting oxygen variability in the upper

limit of the OMZ that affected the metal records in the last 50 years.

Our records indicate that all sites, except for Inglesa Bay (27°S),

responded similarly after the 1970s, with intensified denitrification.

Although Inglesa Bay showed a slight return to less negative values

of denitrification, suggesting a slight intensification of the

upwelling. However, they corresponded with a weaker OMZ,

which would agree with increased events of ventilation caused by

inter-annual variability, producing a cumulative effect of

oxygenation over the bottoms.

Latitudinal differences along the Chilean margin can be

produced by differences in the hydrographic conditions that allow

the ventilation of the OMZ; in the southern regions, the meridional

position of the subtropical front and the intensity of the SPSH,

which modulates the winds alongshore (Pitcher et al., 2021 and

references therein) can modulate the OMZ. Additionally, during the

negative phase of the PDO (la Niña-like), the intensity of the inter-

annual variability in the EP is reduced; therefore, suboxic conditions

would be less affected at the southern tip of our study area, where

weakened El Niño causes fewer effects through oceanic

teleconnection (at 36°S). Conversely, during the positive phase of

the PDO and current global warming, the interannual variability

would be intensified, and these latitudinal differences could

be reduced.

In the past, the higher/lower denitrification and metal

accumulations seem to respond to, probably, by more/less intense

primary productivity. It maintains low oxygen concentrations and

sulfidic conditions, which have been changing gradually in

agreement with the climatic shifts that control the ventilation of

subsurface waters. Thus, the current interpretations would be

related to a higher stratification and intensified OMZ, in

disagreement with higher metal accumulation due to increased

oxygenation events.
Conclusions

The suboxic environment settled above the shelf bottoms along

the Chilean margin has experienced increased oxygenation over the

last 2000 years in response to decadal and inter-annual variability in

the circulation in the Pacific. The lowest variability before 1400 AD

was highlighted. In this period, denitrification intensified along with

the intensification of suboxic conditions. The reconstructed PDO
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index from 993 (AD) (MacDonald and Case, 2005) indicates that

negative anomalies (cold periods) were more common for extended

periods before 1300 AD when reduced denitrification and intense

OMZ were established. Afterward, positive anomalies with enhanced

variability dominated (MacDonald and Case, 2005), which allowed

the maintenance of an enhanced denitrification intensity but

contributed to diminishing the reduced conditions and OMZ

intensity. It showed a decreasing trend toward current times

deduced from metal accumulation. The magnitude of the suboxic

condition related to more/less OMZ intensity in the upper boundary

is affected by remote-forcing oceanic waves that work on different

timescales. The effect of this variability is coupled with the inter-

annual and decadal variability, whose intensity and periodicity have

increased. These processes promote changes in the redox conditions

above the bottom of the shelf, leaving less reduced environments.

Besides their value for validation purposes, our result challenges

projections of current-generation climate models that still indicate a

low consensus in the fate of the SEP OMZs in the 21st century (Cabré

et al., 2015; Kwiatkowski et al., 2020).
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